THE PUCK’S STORY
Overview

ELA Learning Objective: I can write a narrative that
includes a sequence of events. (~60 minutes)

Hockey is a game that has many
moving parts: players, skates,
sticks, and a puck. This lesson
requires students to adopt the
perspective of the puck and write
a narrative that tells of its
experience during a game.

Materials
• Highlight or game video
• Washington Capitals Handouts:
The Puck’s Experience, Story
Template
• Chart paper
• Paper or journals
• Writing utensils
• Crayons, markers, or colored
pencils

Essential Question
What would a game be like for a
puck?

Standards
CCSS W.1.3 Write narratives in which
they recount two or more
appropriately sequenced events,
include some details regarding what
happened, use temporal words to
signal event order, and provide some
sense of closure.

Warm Up
1. Prepare to show students a highlight video of a Washington
Capitals hockey game or several minutes of regular game video.
(You can find videos online at www.washingtoncapitals.com or in
the digital version of this lesson.)
2. Before playing the video, ask students to keep their eyes on the
puck. Adjust your settings to show the video in slow motion, if
needed. Students who aren’t familiar with hockey may have trouble
following the puck at first. You may also want to replay the video.
3. After the video, use your chart paper to capture students’
recollections about what happened to the puck during the video.
Where did it travel? How was it moved around? Did it get into the
net? Etc.
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Activity
1. Ask students to think about the beginning of a hockey game. What
happens? When and how does the puck first appear? Discuss as a
class and, if it is helpful, discuss the beginnings of other sports the
students may be familiar with: soccer starts with a kick from the
center, basketball starts with a tip-off. (A hockey game starts with a
face-off, when the puck is dropped.)

Differentiation
Support
• Provide the first sentence of the

story, to establish perspective:
“I was very excited from the
moment I got dropped on the
ice, because I knew I would be
involved in every play….”
• Allow students to pair up to

write the story and/or make
illustrations
• Have students write the story of

one specific event: a goal, a
save, etc.

2. In pairs or small groups, have students complete the handout The
Puck’s Experience.
3. Discuss the students’ results and record some examples on your
chart paper.
4. Distribute the story pages (students may use one or two pages) and
have each student write a story about a puck’s experience in a
Washington Capitals game. Encourage students to personify the
puck: give it a name and a personality.

Assessment
1. Check the stories for a beginning, middle, and end and whether it
is written from the perspective of the puck.
2. Have students read their stories in pairs or small groups, or, if time
allows, have them read their stories aloud to the whole class.

Challenge
• Have students create titles for

their stories
Extensions
• Make a class collection of all

the stories in book format
• Have students make paper

slide videos of their stories
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THE PUCK’S EXPERIENCE

EVENT
Beginning of
the game
Moving down
the ice
Getting passed
from player to
player
Flying through
the air after a
player shoots
Hitting the net
when you fly
into the goal
!
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THOUGHTS

FEELINGS

STORY ________________________________________
By ____________________________________________
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